MEET JARDENA
Jardena is a consultant (the good kind), author,
speaker, and CEO of Rosetta Agile. She has spent the
last 25 years finding ways to transform organizations
to nourish our souls while producing practical
outcomes. Jardena started out as a programmer who
thought technology could eliminate people's
problems. She quickly learned that the solution
wasn’t tech.
At age 27, she was CEO and co-founder of her first
successful software business. She then moved into
Agile which led quickly to Organizational
Transformations.
Her experiences in technology,
entrepreneurship, and leadership have created a
dynamic lens through which she views the challenges
that organizations face.
Jardena’s mission is to help organizations connect the
dots between thriving people and thriving financials.
Jardena has spoken on many stages worldwide,
written a library of thought-provoking blogs and
featured articles, as well as her highly praised book,
Cultivating Transformations: A Leader's Guide to
Connecting the Soulful and the Practical.
Jardena is a leading speaker and writer who captures the attention of her audience with her
message in a clear and compelling way. She expresses her insights in a way that is easy, and
relatable and captivates her audience when she speaks, whether it’s with her strong stage
presence or her written word.
Let Jardena connect with your audience on stage, on your podcast, or as a guest blogger or
editor. She will bring a unique edge and connect with your audience on a personal level.

JARDENA IS A THOUGHT LEADER ON THESE TOPICS:
You have Transformation in Your Title …Now What?
Cultivating Transformations: Connecting the Soulful and the Practical
Thriving People Create Thriving Financials
Organizational Resiliency Through a Living Systems Lens
Designing Organizations for Adaptability and a Changing Workplace
How to Change Our Work From Soul Crushing to Soul Nourishing

LET'S CONNECT!
We would love to hear about your media opportunity and how Jardena can contribute.
jardena@jardenalondon.com

jardenalondon.com

rosettaagile.com

linkedin.com/in/jardena
cultivatingtransformations.com

